full back landed the pig skin behind the goal posts. Andrews kicked the goal and time was called. Tech., 58; Exeter, 0.

Mayo twisted his leg in the middle of the second half and Wardner took his place, P. H. Thomas going to right end. The team played with old-time snap and vigor. The blocking was good, and the backs stayed well with their blockers. There was too much off side play, however, and this should be looked out for. Exeter fumbled badly throughout, and the right end and tackle were especially weak.

The teams were as follows: Exeter,—rushers, Hollister, Holmes, Smith, Twombly, Richards, Baumer, Barton; quarter back, Seymour; half backs, Thomas, Gage; full back, Moore. Tech.—rushers, Abbott, Mayo (Wardner), Gilman, Mannahan, Taintor, Johnson, Wardner, (P. H. Thomas); quarter back, J. W. Thomas; half backs, Dearborn, Simonds; full back, Andrews. Beattie, '93, umpired, and Clarke, '94, was the referee. The halves were thirty minutes long.

Amherst, 14; Tech., 0.

On October 15th Tech. lined up against Amherst on Pratt's Field, Amherst.

Time was called at 3:30, Tech. having the ball. Four yards were made on the V. Rockwell then went around the end for twenty yards; Johnson and Dearborn made ten yards more, when the ball went to Amherst on four downs. No gain was made by Amherst in three downs, and Ellis punted. Andrews caught, but was at once downed. Tech. failed to gain the necessary five yards, and again Amherst had the ball. Goodale went around the end for fifteen yards, when he was tackled by Andrews. Ellis punted on the third down, and Amherst fell on the ball, but lost it on four downs. Andrews made ten yards around the end; Tech. then bucked the center twice, making five yards each time. Andrews punted on the third down; Ellis caught and made five yards. Van Leuven then made the prettiest run of the game, carrying the ball from the middle of the field over the line for a touchdown; Pratt kicked the goal. Time, 11 minutes. Score, Amherst, 6; Tech., 0.

Tech. made twenty-five yards on the wedge. Then Dearborn, Rockwell, and Johnson, by bucking the center, carried the ball to Amherst's 10-yard line. Haskell stole the ball; Amherst failed to make any gain in four downs, but the referee, instead of giving the ball to Tech., insisted that it was only Amherst's third down, and by this unfair decision Tech. lost her only chance to score. Ellis then punted. Tech's ball; no gain. Baldwin, Gould, and Goodale rushed the ball to Tech.'s 25-yard line. Goodale then made fifteen yards, but fumbled the ball on the 10-yard line. Andrews picked it up, and made fifty yards before he was tackled. Time was called, with the ball in the center of the field.

Second half.—Simonds took Rockwell's place in the second half. Amherst failed to make any gain on the V. The ball then changed hands several times without any decided gains being made by either side. Goodale made a fine run of sixty yards, being well blocked, and scored a touchdown. Pratt failed on the try for a goal. Score, 10–0.

Tech bucked the center several times, making good gains. The playing now was hard and fast. Dearborn made a gain of ten yards, was tackled, and called down; but the referee refused to hear him, and Van Leuven stealing the ball out of his hands, made a touchdown after a run of fifty yards. Pratt failed in a try for goal. Time was then called.

The best playing for Tech. was done by Thomas, Johnson, Dearborn, and Simonds. The whole team, however, is to be praised for the snap and energy with which they played. With fair refereeing the score would have been very different, for we were practically robbed of one touchdown, and another was given to Amherst that they did not gain.

The make-up of the teams follows: Tech.—